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Abstract 
We prove that the number of primitive Vassiliev knot invariants of degree d grows at least as 
d’o8(d) when d tends to infinity. In particular it grows faster than any polynomial in d. The proof is 
based on the explicit construction of an ample family of linearly independent primitive elements 
in the corresponding raded Hopf algebra. 0 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 
Vassiliev knot invariants [ 181 form a vector space !J filtered by finite-dimensional 
vector spaces Vd of invariants of order 6 d: 
vo c v, c v2 c ... c Vd c ... c v. 
Kontsevich [ 121 gave a combinatorial description of the corresponding graded space 
A = grV := &@A, @A~...cBA~cB...> 
where di = b?;/Vi_~. This space turns out to be a graded, associative, coassociative, 
commutative and cocommutative Hopf algebra. Therefore it coincides with the algebra 
of polynomials over the primitive subspace P c A. The primitive space is also graded: 
p = PO @ P, @ P2 @ p3 @ . . 
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Bar-Natan [l] has calculated dimPd up to d = 9: 
d 1 234567 8 9 
dim’Pd 1 1 1 2 3 5 8 12 18 
The knowledge of dim Pi for i 6 d is equivalent to the knowledge of dim di, i < d, or 
dim Vi, i < d. At present, the exact asymptotic behaviour of these numbers as d tends to 
infinity is not known. Below, we summarize the known results on the asymptotic lower 
and upper bounds. 
In our paper [4] we proved that dim Ad < (d - l)!-an upper bound which is certainly 
far from being sharp; it was later improved by Ng [14] who replaced (d-l)! by (d-2)!/2. 
In a recent preprint [16] Stoimenow proves that dim& grows slower than d!/ad for a 
constant a > 1. 
The story of lower bounds for the number of Vassiliev knot invariants is more enig- 
matic. The strongest estimate that appeared in the published literature is contained in the 
following passage from [12, Section 31: 
“Using this construction, 3 one can obtain the estimate 
dim(V,) > e’fi, n + +co 
for any positive constant c < rr&@ (see [3, Exercise 6.14]).” 
We assume that here V, is a slip of the pen, instead of P,, because of the reference 
to Exercise 6.14 where primitive elements are considered. Exercise 6.14 was present, 
however, only in the first edition of BarNatan’s preprint and eliminated in the following 
editions as well as in the final published version of his text [ 11. In [3] it reads as follows 
(p. 43): 
“Exercise 6.14. (Kontsevich, [24]) Let Q(m) denote the number of partitions of an 
integer m into a sum of integers bigger than or equal to 2. Show that dimP, > 
Q(m + 1). 
Hint 6.15. Use a correspondence like 
:4;3;2.2; - 10+1=4+3+2+2, 
: : : : : : I... ,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
and . . . ” 
The reference [24] is to “M. Kontsevich. private communication.“! Thus, although 
this estimate might be true, both authors refer to each other, and none of them gives any 
proof. 
3 Bar-Natan’s construction of Lie algebra weight systems. 
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Among the facts that are related to the lower bound for the number of Vassiliev 
invariants and proved in the existing literature, let us mention the following estimates 
for the dimension of dth grading of the primitive space: 
(1) dirn?d > 1 (“forest elements” found in [5]). 
(2) dimP(i 3 [d/2] (g’ tven by colored Jones function--see [13] and [6]). 
(3) dimPd 2 d’/96 (see [ll]). 
This paper has grown from our attempts to carry out Bar-Natan’s Exercise 6.14. Al- 
though we could not attain the hypothetical Kontsevich-Bar-Natan lower bound men- 
tioned above, we prove the following lower bound: dimPd 2 d”‘gd as d + +m. In 
particular, dim P, grows faster than any polynomial in tL We use Bar-Natan’s Hint 6.15 
and interpret his picture as a Primitive Chinese Character (see Section 2). We prove that 
a certain family of such Primitive Chinese Characters are linearly independent using the 
so called universal gl~ weight system. 
Using our bound for dimPd one can prove that the dimension of the dth component 
of the graded algebra of Vassiliev invariants dim Ad grows at least as exp(de-@). 
2. Underlying combinatorics and main result 
We begin by defining the main combinatorial object used in this paper (cf. Chinese 
Character diagrams [ 11, Japanese character diagrams [6] and Feynman diagrams [7,8]). 
Definition 2.1. A Primitive Chinese Character (PCC) is a connected graph with only 
trivalent and univalent vertices and with a chosen cyclic ordering of the edges meeting 
at a trivalent vertex for each such vertex. 
We will draw PCCs using their plane diagrams similar to those adopted in knot theory. 
A vertex is pictured by a fat point and at each trivalent vertex the counterclockwise 
ordering of the edges is chosen. Here is an important example which will be used in the 
Main Theorem. 
Example 2.2. The baguette diagram 
B TL,,...,Tlk =
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2.1. The space of Primitive Chinese Characters 
We consider the space C generated by all Primitive Chinese Characters modulo two 
types of relations: 
Antisymmetry relation: 
y=_p 
Kirchhof law: 4 
(A.9 
(IHW 
Note that every PCC has an even number of vertices. We will call the half of this 
number the degree of a PCC and denote it by d. Both relations that we use are homo- 
geneous with respect to d. Moreover, they are homogeneous with respect to the number 
of univalent vertices n. The space C is thus bigraded: C = @Cd,n, where L& is a 
subspace of C generated by PCCs with a total of 2d vertices, precisely n of which are 
univalent. The baguette diagram of Example 2.2 has d = nl + . . . + nk + k - 1 and 
n = RI + . . . + nk. 
Since all PCCs are connected by definition, a standard graph theoretic argument shows 
that n and d always satisfy n 6 d + 1. It is easy to check that Cd,d+i = 0, if d > 1. 
Theorem 2.3 (Theorem 8 of [l]). The primitive space pd of degree d > 1 is isomorphic 
to the space Cd = @z=, Cd,n of Primitive Chinese Characters of degree d with a nonzero 
number of univalent vertices. 
This theorem, together with some ideas contained in its proof, leads to the following 
interesting consequence. 
Proposition. If there exists an odd n such that C d,n # 0 for some d then there exists 
a Vassiliev knot invariant f of order < d and a knot K such that f distinguishes K 
from its inverse (that is the same knot K only with the opposite orientation) and vice 
versa. 
4 Bar-Natan referred to this relation as (IHX). We prefer the name “Kirchhof law” because of the following 
analogy. Consider the left vertex in the left hand side picture as an electron moving through another vertex. 
Then the relation expresses the law: the sum of cm-rents coming in a node is equal to the sum of currents 
coming out of the node. This electro-technical analogy is quite useful. Another acceptable name is Jacoby 
identity-by the reason that it is closely related to the Jacoby identity in Lie algebras (see below). 
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For small d dimensions of C&n were calculated by Bar-Natan [2] (empty entries in 
the table are zeros): 
10 II 
It is also known [2] that 
0 Cd,, =Oforalld. 
l dim&d = 0 for odd d and 1 for even d. A proof of this fact can be found [6]; its 
relation to the Melvin-Morton conjecture was elucidated in [7,8]. 
l dim&d-i = [d/6] + 1 for odd d and 0 for even d. See [9] for a proof. 
Using the polynomial invariant Pgl,.,, constructed in the present paper, Dasbach [lo] 
managed to prove that 
dim&d_2 = [((d - 2)* + 12(d - 2))/48] + 1 for even d. 
Main Theorem. Let n = n1 + ... + nk and d = n + k - 1. Elements B, ,,___, nnk from 
Example 2.2 are linearly independent in Cd,n if n1, . , nk are all even and satisfy the 
following conditions: 
711 < n2 
ral + nz < 7x3 
r),I +n:!+n3 <724 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
711 + n2 + ‘. + nk_2 < n&l 
7L1 + n2 + ‘. + nk-2 f nk-_I < n/3. 
Proof (Sketch). The proof of Main Theorem spans Sections 3-5. First of all, we construct 
a linear mapping PG, associated with a Lie algebra G, from the space Cd,n to the algebra 
of polynomials in n + 1 variables XO,X~, . . . , 2,. This is done in Section 3.1 and then, in 
Sections 3.2-3.5, specialized for the case 9 = gl~. Section 4 is devoted to finding an ex- 
plicit formula for PszN (B,, ,nn2 ,. ,nk ) where B,, +*, ,nk is the baguette element presented 
in Example 2.2. In Section 5, we prove the linear independence of PglN (Bn,,n2,...,ns) 
when the numbers ni , n2, . . , nk satisfy the assumptions of the theorem. 
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Theorem 2.4. For anyfied value of k = d - n + 1 we have the following asymptotical 
inequality as d tends to injinity: 
dim&+ 2 
1 
2+-1)/23”-1 (k - l)! 
(d - k + l)? 
Proof. This theorem follows from Main Theorem. Indeed, we have to count the number 
of integer points with even coordinates belonging to the body in lR”-’ described by 
the set of inequalities above. Asymptotically the number of such points is equal to the 
volume of the body divided by 2”-‘. 
To find the volume, note that the condition n] + n2 + . . . + n&..] < n/3 specifies the 
inner part of a (k - 1)-dimensional simplex in IL!“-’ having (k - 1) sides of length n/3 
at right angles to each other. Its volume is equal to (r~/3)~-’ /(k - 1) !. The inequality 
n] < n2 cuts exactly one half of this body, the next inequality n1 + n2 < nj-exactly 
one fourth of the already chosen part, etc., the inequality n] + n2 -i- . . . + nk-2 < nk-_I 
cuts 1/2k-2th part of the result obtained at the previous step. 
Summing up, we get the expression given in the statement of 
Corollary 2.5. dim Pd grows faster than any polynomial in d. 
This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.4, because 
arbitrarily large. 
the theorem. 0 
the value of k can be 
Theorem 2.6. Asymptotically, as d tends to injikity, dimpd > d“‘sb d, where b is an 
arbitrary number greater than 4. 
Proof. The desired estimate can be achieved using Theorem 2.4 with an appropriate 
choice of k. 
We will prove that for k = [log, d] + 1 the right hand side of the inequality stated in 
Theorem 2.4 is asymptotically greater than d lo& * for any b > 4. Taking the logarithm to 
base 2, we see that the inequality to prove becomes 
[log, dl log, (d - [log, dl) - ; [log, 4 ([lo& 4 + 1) - [lo& dl log, d 
- log, 3[log, d] - log, ([log, d] !) 2 0. 
We will show that under the assumptions of the theorem, the expression on the left 
is not only asymptotically positive, it even tends to +m. In fact, as d tends to infinity, 
each of the three first terms of the sum outweighs the remaining two. Their sum is 
[log, dj (log (d - [log, d]) - ; ([log, 4 + 1) - log, d). 
Since log,(d - [log, d]) is asymptotically equivalent to log, d, the desired fact follows 
from the inequality & . log, d > log, d which holds for any b > 4. The theorem is 
proved. 0 
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A simple argument (taking the maximum over Ic) shows that the assertion of Theo- 
rem 2.6 is the best lower bound that can be deduced from Theorem 2.4 by the techniques 
employed. More details and relevant discussions can be found in [ 171. 
3. Lie algebra invariants 
In this section for a Lie algebra 6 we construct a polynomial valued function PG on 
the set of PCCs. This function satisfies the Antisymmetry relation and the Kirchhof law 
and thus descends to the space C. 
3.1. Universal Lie algebra weight systems 
Our definition of functions PG is related to the universal Lie algebra weight systems- 
a construction invented by Kontsevich [ 121 for chord diagrams and, in a modified form, 
used in [6] for Japanese Characters. In distinction with the Japanese Characters of [6], the 
Primitive Chinese Characters studied here have no numbering of their univalent vertices, 
therefore we can correctly define only the highest graded part of the mapping with values 
in the universal enveloping algebra. 
Suppose that 6 is a Lie algebra supplied with an ad-invariant symmetric nondegenerate 
bilinear form (. , .) and C is a PCC with rz univalent vertices. 
We proceed in four steps: 
(1) The construction of a tensor TG(C) E BVEV 6. 
First of all for a PCC C with the set V of n univalent vertices we construct 
an element TG (C) of the space @VEV 4 whose tensor factors correspond to the 
univalent vertices. 
We cut all the edges connecting trivalent vertices of C. This splits C into a union 
of elementary pieces (tripods), each consisting of one trivalent vertex and three 
univalent vertices. Here is an example: 
Now with each elementary piece we associate a tensor -J E G @ 4 @G whose 
factors correspond to the univalent vertices in agreement with the cyclic ordering 
of the edges. This tensor is defined as follows. Consider the Lie bracket [. : .] 
as an element of 6’ @ s* @ 6. Identification of G* and 6 via (. , .) provides the 
tensor J E 4 @ 6 @ 6. Due to the properties of [. , .] and (. , .) this tensor J is 
skew-symmetric under the permutations of the three factors which ensures that the 
previous construction makes sense. 
The tensor corresponding to C is combined from these elementary ones in the fol- 
lowing way. Let us restore C from the tripod pieces. Each time two univalent ver- 
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tices by taking the form (. , .) on the factors. For example, if J = C cx3 @ & @ yj, 
then the tensor we relate to the union of two pieces will be: 
-)?$%$=J;_ -p>nibw3PjQ1~k@yk. 
3 
Gluing and contracting in such a way over all the edges previously cut we obtain 
a tensor whose factors correspond to the univalent vertices of C. This is TG (C). 
The construction of an element W;(C) E ZU(6). 
A numbering of the set of univalent vertices V yields an isomorphism between 
@IUEV S and the conventional tensor power @z, G = gBn. Choosing such a 
numbering V, we set WE(C) to be the image of the tensor thus obtained under 
the natural projection aVEV 6 + V(G). The element W,“(C) always belongs to 
the center ZU(6) of the universal enveloping algebra. 
Passing to the quotient WG(C) E Un(G)/Un-t(G). 
Elements of U(G) are represented by linear combinations of words in the elements 
of 8. The projection 6@‘” + U(6) is given by forgetting the symbols of tensor 
product. Let Urn(G) be the subspace of U(G) generated by words of length no 
greater than m. This gives a natural filtration in U(6). By construction W;(C) E 
U, (8). This element depends on the choice of the numbering of univalent vertices 
used to identify aVE,, G with 6@“. However, the projection ws(C) of WG(C) 
in U,(G)/G-I (G) is well defined due to the identity my - yz = [x:, y]. 
The construction of a polynomial PG (C) E Z[SO, ICI, . . . , z,]. 
Actually WE(C) belongs to the center 227(G) of U(G). By Harish-Chandra the- 
orem ZU(G) is isomorphic to an algebra of polynomials. These polynomials are 
weighted by the natural filtration in U(G). So ~B(C) is equal to the (maximal 
possible) weight n part of the polynomial W,(C). We put PG (C) to be equal to 
the highest degree homogeneous part of the polynomial WG(C). 
3.2. Lie algebra glN 
Consider the Lie algebra S = glN of N x N matrices. Fix the trace of the product of 
matrices as the ad-invariant form: (z, y) = Tr(zy). 
The algebra glN is generated by matrices eij with 1 on the intersection of ith row with 
jth column and zero elsewhere. We have (eij, ekl) = SiSj”, where b is the Kronecker 
delta. Therefore, duality between glN and ($IiN)* defined by (. , .) is given by the formula 
ezj = eji. 
One can check that [eij, ekl] # 0 only in the following cases: 
0 [eij, ejk] = eik, if i # Ic, 
l [eij, eki] = -ekj, if j # Ic, 
0 [e%j, eji] = eii - ejj, if i # j, 
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This gives the following formula for the Lie bracket: 
Using the identification of (gl~)” with glN we obtain 
3.3. Graphical notation for tensors 
Here we develop a graphical notation for a special class of the elements of (gZN)@n 
and U(glN) similar to that invented by Penrose [15] (see also [l]). Consider a plane 
diagram (T-diagram) that consists of n pairs of mutually close points arranged along 
a circle and connected pairwise by n lines. Strictly speaking, a T-diagram is a set 5’ 
of cardinality 2n endowed with three structures: a cyclic ordering and two involutions 
without fixed points (or, in other words, two partitions of S into n two-point subsets). 
The first partition should be consistent with the cyclic order in the sense that the two 
points of each pair must be neighbors with respect to that order. In the pictures below, 
S is the set of all protruding endpoints of the lines which indicate the second partition, 
while the pairs of the first partition are the endpoints that are drawn close to each other. 
The cyclic order is the one defined by going counterclockwise along an imagined circle 
that encompasses the whole picture. 
Given a T-diagram, we can write down an element of nth tensor power of glN in 
the following way. We put the same index at either end of each line, and then, travel- 
ing around the encompassing circle, write a factor eij each time we encounter a pair 
of neighboring points, the first of which is assigned the index i and the second, the 
index j. Then, we consider the sum of all such tensors when all the indices range from 
1 to A’. In a sense, this procedure gives a graphical substitute for the formal Einstein 
summation rule in multi-index expressions. We must admit that in general the element of 
@” g1N thus obtained may depend on the choice of the starting point of the circle,-but 
the corresponding element of the universal enveloping algebra will not depend on this 
choice. 
For example, to find the tensor corresponding to the diagram 
i l- 
we take three indices i, j and k and write: 
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Here is another example: 
These two examples are sufficient to graphically express the tensor J: 
J=T--\r. 
According to Section 3.1, with every trivalent vertex of a PCC we have to associate 
the tensor -J: 
We thus consider two resolutions of each trivalent vertex-the positive resolution with 
the plus sign and the negative resolution with the minus sign. After all such resolutions 
we get a linear combination of 2t diagrams, where t is the number of trivalent vertices, 
representing an element (gZN) @n This linear combination is the graphical notation for .
W,t,(C). Each diagram consists of n pairs of points and 2n lines connecting them. 
Permuting the tensor factors in (glN)@‘n corresponds to interchanging the pairs of points 
in the diagram: 
Therefore, if we consider a T-diagram up to an arbitrary permutation of the pairs, it 
correctly defines an element of Un(gl~)/Un_t (gZN). On the combinatorial level, a T- 
diagram considered up to an arbitrary permutation of pairs of legs is a set of cardinality 
2n with a splitting into n ordered pairs and a splitting into n unordered pairs. Thus, the 
linear combination of T-diagrams which is considered up to such permutations represents 
FLY (CL 
Multiplication in U(glN) corresponds to the disjoint union of diagrams. 
3.4. Center of U(gZN) 
It is known [19] that ZU(gZN) is generated by N variables z~, 1 < m < N (gener- 
alized Casimir elements): 
2 m= 5 ei,izeizi,ei,c . . eim_,i,eimi, 
i,,...,i,=I 
as a free commutative polynomial algebra. 
In the graphical notation of Section 3.3 
m pairs 
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In particular, z1 = n = C,“=, eii is the unit matrix. 
It is convenient to extend the list 21, . . . xN of our variables by setting 50 = N. The 
graphical notation for ~0 will be a circle. 
According to Section 3.1 for a PCC C with n univalent vertices IVslN (C) is a poly- 
nomial in z,‘s. The element x, has weight m with respect to the natural filtration: 
2, E Um(glN). So mgrN (C) is a part of the polynomial WslN (C) consisting of all 
monomials in X,‘S such that the sum of indices of their variables is equal to n. Psi,,, (C) 
is a part of Wyl,,, (C) consisting of monomials of the maximal possible degree. 
3.5. Remark 
Dasbach [lo] has rightly observed that one can define the polynomial wglN by the 
rule we have arrived at: 
where the sum is taken over all the 2n resolutions of the 72 triple points of C, 1~1 is 
the number of points resolved in the negative sense, and variables xi correspond to the 
connected components of the diagram obtained from C after the resolution (see examples 
in the next section). The correctness of this definition can be verified directly, without 
even mentioning the Lie algebra glN. 
4. Calculation of PslN (B, ,,.__, n,) 
Example 4.1. To calculate 6$lN (Bz) we resolve the two trivalent vertices of &: 
R?lN(W) =~$-~~-~~t~ 
=01nl-n-n+InlC7=2(ro22-z:). 
Both monomials have the same degree 2, so Psi,,, (&) = 2(x0x2 - XT). 
Example 4.2. To calculate Wsr,,, (Br,,) we have to do sixteen resolutions of the four 
trivalent vertices of Br ,I : 
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-ril+r=i-l+a n-n f-D 
-n n =+n n =+rm-m 
+i-m-77-a n+mic 
= xix, - x()x; -x2 +x2 -22 +x2 +x()x: -x()x: 
-~o~:+xo~:+x2-x2+22-~2-xl3x~+x;x2. 
so &ll,(~l,I) = 2(4x2 -x0x:,. 
Definition 4.3 (of a scheme). A scheme is a combinatorial object defined as follows. 
Consider k pairs of vertices arranged in two rows: : : “. :. Choose one of 2!+’ subsets 
ofthe set {l,... , k - 1). If s belongs to the chosen subset then we connect the lower 
vertices of sth and (s + 1)th pairs, otherwise we connect the upper vertices. 
Here is an example of a scheme for k = 5 and the subset {2,3}: 
-.- 
l -0 
For a given k there exist 2”-’ different schemes. Each of them has k + 1 connected 
components. 
Definition 4.4 (of the monomial associated with a scheme). 
Let D be a scheme; il , . . . , ik be nonnegative integers: 0 < il < nl, . . ,O < ik < nk. 
We assign i, to the lower vertex of the sth pair of (T and j, = n, - i,-to the upper 
vertex. For example, 
. -0 
il i2 i3 i4 is 
With the scheme (T and integers il, . . . , ik we associate the monomial x,“x,, . . . x,, 
where gt is the sum of integers assigned to the vertices of tth connected component 
of (T. 
Inourexamplethemonomialisx~x~+~x~+~+~x~x +.x. 21 31 32 $2 21 a4 33 34 35 25’ 
PrOpOSitiOn 4.5. If N > nl + . . . + 721, then 
~gl,(Bn,,...,n,) = c (-v’+-‘+jk 
ij,...,i,, 
(T)...(Y) pox,, . ..%k> 
where the external sum ranges over all integers il, . . , ik such that 0 < il < n1, . , 0 6 
ik < nk; the internal sum ranges over all 2”-’ schemes and x,,,x,, . . . xgk is the 
monomial associated with the scheme CT and integers il, . . . , ik. 
. 
Example 4.6. For B2: k = 1, n1 = 2. There is only one scheme: . . The corresponding 
monomial is xi, x~j, According to Proposition 4.5, 
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Q&32) = 5(-l)jl ($G,,,, = z&J3 - 25,x, + Ic250 = 2(SOZ~ - XT) 
i,=o 
which agrees with Example 4.1. 
- . . 
Example 4.7. For Bt J : k = 2, TLI = n2 = 1. There are two schemes: . . and - . The 
corresponding monomial are Q, ziz “cj, +jz and CC,, +iz xj, xjz. According to Proposition 4.5, 
p_9l,r.~(Bl,I) = 2 ~(-1)J+3zli15~*21,+~* + 2 ~(-l)j'+j'2ii+i2tjl~j~ 
i,=oiz=o z,=oi?=o 
=202052 -50x121 -2[2016[ +zlzlzo 
+ %02lZl --5lzocz:I -51x120 +x22050 
= 2(q$Q - x&c:, 
which agrees with Example 4.2. 
Remark 4.8. The right hand side of the above formula admits the following symme- 
try. Let CY’ be a scheme obtained from a by interchanging the lower and upper rows 
of vertices. Set i’, = j, and ji = i,. Then the monomial associated with cr and num- 
bers ii,. . . , ik is equal to the monomial associated with 0’ and ii, . . , ii. The bino- 
mial coefficients also coincide: (T:) = (7;). But the sign (- l)jl+“‘+jk is replaced by 
(-l)j;+...+j; = (-l)n-(jl+...+jk), where n = nr + . . . + nk. So, for even n the signs 
coincide too and for odd n the signs are opposite. Therefore, the right hand side vanishes 
for odd n. 
4.1. Plun of the proof of Proposition 4.5 
The KC &,,...,,, has k parts separated by k- 1 walls. Each wall is an edge connecting 
trivalent vertices to which we will refer as wall vertices. The sth part has n, outgoing 
legs. We will refer to the corresponding trivalent vertices as leg vertices. 
The proof of Proposition 4.5 consists of three steps. 
At the first step we study the effect of resolutions of wall vertices. We prove that 
the monomial obtained by certain resolutions of these vertices has the maximal possible 
degree if and only if for each wall both resolutions of its vertices have the same sign. 
These signs are related to the above defined schemes in the following way. If we take 
the positive resolutions at both endpoints of sth wall, then we connect the lower vertices 
of sth and (s + 1)th pairs in the scheme. If we take the negative resolutions, then we 
connect the upper vertices. 
At the second step we study the effect of resolutions of leg vertices. We show that 
the result depends only on the numbers of positive resolutions of leg vertices in each 
part and does not depend on which vertices in a part were resolved positively and which 
negatively. We denote by i, the number of positive resolutions in part s. This yields the 
binomial coefficients (T;) in the formula of Proposition 4.5. The total number jr +. . .+jk 
of negative resolutions of leg vertices gives the sign (-l)jk+“‘+.jk in Proposition 4.5. 
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The first two steps allow us to consider only those cases where the resolutions of the 
left i, leg vertices in the part s are positive, the rest j, resolutions are negative and 
both resolutions at the ends of each wall have the same sign. At the third step we prove 
that such resolutions of wall vertices lead to monomials associated with corresponding 
schemes according to Definition 4.4. 
4.2. The first step of the proof 
Let us fix certain resolutions of all trivalent vertices of B,,,...,7Lk. We denote the 
obtained T-diagram by T. According to Section 3.3 (see also Examples 4.1 and 4.2) it 
consists of 72 = nt + . . . + nk p&S of points and a number of lines connecting them. 
The Lie algebra construction of Section 3 implies that after a suitable permutation of the 
pairs T will look like a disjoint union of certain 2, ‘s. Hence it defines a monomial in 
x,‘s which we denote by m(T). 
Let us close all lines in the diagram by connecting the two points in every pair with 
an additional short line. We obtain a number of closed curves, and we can draw them in 
such a way that they have 3 intersection points in the vicinity of each negative resolution 
and do not have other intersections. Each variable x, gives precisely one closed curve. 
Thus the degree of m(T) is equal to the number of these closed curves. 
Now represent the lines of T by curves in 3-dimensional space without intersections 
which in the neighbourhood of every negative resolution behaves as shown in the pic- 
ture: 
Consider an oriented surface S which has our family of curves as its boundary (the 
Seifert surface). The degree of m(T) is equal to the number of boundary components 
b of S. The whole surface 5’ consists of an annulus corresponding to the big circle in 
B n, ,...,nk and L - 1 bands corresponding to the walls. Here is an example: 
where each of the two walls on the left has the same resolutions at its endpoints, while 
the two walls on the right have different resolutions at their endpoints. The resolutions 
of the leg vertices do not influence the surface S. 
The Euler characteristic x of S can be easily computed. The surface S is contractible 
to a circle with Ic - 1 chords, thus 
x=2@-l)-(k-1+2k-2)=-kfl. 
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On the other hand x = 2 - 2g - b, where g and b are the genus and the number of 
boundary components of 5’. Hence b = k + 1 - 29. Therefore, the degree of m(T), equal 
to b, attains its maximal value k + 1 only for such resolutions which give a zero genus 
surface S. 
We claim that if there exists a wall whose ends are resolved with the opposite signs 
then the genus of S is not zero. Indeed, in this case we can draw a closed curve in 5’ 
which does not separate the surface (independently on the remaining resolutions): 
So, the contribution to PslN (B,, ,...,n,) is given by only those monomials which come 
from equal resolutions at the ends of each wall. 
4.3. The second step of the proof 
Lemma. Suppose that two neighboring leg vertices have a negative and a positive res- 
olution, respectively. Then this diagram gives the same contribution to WSIN as the 
diagram with switched resolutions of these two vertices: 
Proof. Since we can freely interchange the pairs of legs we have: 
?f-lr=~gIg==ii==T=. 
The lemma is proved. 0 
Using the lemma we can collect all positive resolutions on the left side of a part 
and all negative resolutions on the right side. Let i, (respectively j,) be the number of 
positive (respectively negative) resolutions in a part s. The lemma implies that such a 
diagram appears in PslN (B,,,,,,.,,) with the coefficient (- 1)31+“.‘jk (1,‘) . . (y;) as in 
Proposition 4.5. 
Several consecutive positive resolutions look like a fragment of 2,. Indeed, after 
resolutions of wall vertices they participate in a certain 5, (see Section 4.4). Let us look 
at severai consecutive negative resolutions. Two such resolutions can be transformed 
as: 
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If we have three such resolutions then: 
Analogously j, consecutive negative resolutions can be transformed to 
j, pairs 
-and this picture is also a fragment of some z,. 
4.4. The third step of the proof 
In the previous subsection we showed that P$I~ (B,,,...,J consists of diagrams 
,-.. ,-., 
_._J ... L-J 
il ik .ik 
with coefficients (- 1) j,+,.,::, (?I> . . . (‘“). Here we assume the wall vertices in the 
dashed ovals have the same resolutions 2 their respective endpoints. 
Now we will prove that such a diagram yields the monomial associated with a scheme 
according to Definition 4.4. To do so let us look at positive and negative resolutions of 
the ends of the first wall on the left. 
For positive resolutions we have: 
In this case we obtain the product of xj, with the diagram of a similar type having one 
wall less. This corresponds to the connection of lower vertices of the first and second 
pairs of our scheme (see Section 4.1). 
For negative resolutions we have: 





We again obtain the product of xi, with the diagram of a similar type having one wall 
less. This case corresponds to the connection of upper vertices of the first and second 
pairs of our scheme. 
Continuing this process, we obviously obtain the monomial associated with the scheme. 
Proposition 4.5 is proved. 
5. Linear independence of PgIN (B,, .....n,) 
Proposition 5.1. Polynomials PglN (B,,,...,71k) f rom Proposition 4.5 are linearly inde- 
pendent if 721: . . . : nk sati& the conditions of Main Theorem. 
Before giving the formal proof of the proposition for the arbitrary k, we will explain 
the main geometric idea in the case of small values of k. As k grows, geometry becomes 
more and more complicated; this is why in the eventual proof we have to resort to 
algebra. 
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Example 5.2. k = 2. We will represent he monomials of this polynomial by points of the 
triangular lattice. All these points will lie inside a triangle with side d - 1. A monomial 
x,X& corresponds to the point which has distances (a, b, c) from the sides of this 
triangle, or, more precisely, to the orbit of such a point with respect to the group of 
permutations of the three coordinates. For fixed values of 121 and n2 the set of all points 
(G,i2,5 +j2) th at correspond to nonvanishing terms in 
forms a parallelogram: 
If n1 < n2/2, then the union of six such parallelograms obtained by the action of the 
symmetry group is a triangular annulus whose width is proportional to nt: 
It can be verified (this will be done in the formal proof) that for every even value of rz] 
the polynomial PslN (B,, ,712 ) has a monomial which does not appear in such polynomials 
for smaller values of nt . This monomial lies on the height of the triangle; it is shown by 
a fat point in the picture above. Hence, all such polynomials form an independent family 
with one degree of freedom. 
Example 5.3. k = 3. In this case the set of all non-vanishing monomials xaxgx7x6 in 
p&V (% ,n*,n3) can be viewed as a subset of the regular tetrahedron 
{(%P,r,s) lo,P,7,S 2 0, a+~+~+S=const}cZ3CZ4, 
equal to the union of 48 parallelepipeds with sides nt , n2, 123. If nt and n2 are small 
enough with respect to ng, then the body obtained lives along the edges of the tetrahedron 
and has the following shape: 
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The intersection of this body with the mirror plane of the tetrahedron in the neigh- 
bourhood of its edge is an L-shaped figure whose height and width are proportional to 
7~1 and 722, respectively. When both nl and n2 vary, we obtain a 2-parametric family of 
independent polynomials. 
Proof of Proposition 5.1. Fix n = ni + . . . + nk and d = n + k - 1. 
Suppose that P is a polynomial in n + 1 variables 20, . . , 2, which is double homo- 
geneous in the following sense: (1) the degree of each monomial is the same number 
k + 1, and (2) the sum of subscripts of variables in each monomial is the same number n. 
Definition. The midsection support of P is the set of integer points (ai, . . , ~-1) E 
Zk-’ such that the coefficient of x,, . . ~x,,_,x~~_~,__..._~~_,~,~ in P does not vanish. 
We denote by Mn,,__,,,, the midsection support of the polynomial PstN (B,,,.,,,nk). 
Definition. A countable family {Ma} of subsets of a common set is said to be in- 
dependent if these sets can be linearly ordered as Mi, M2, Mj, . . in such a way that 
Mi \ (MI U . . U Mi-,) # 8 for all i. 
It is obvious that if the midsection supports M*, ,,,,rnk c Z”-’ are independent then 
the polynomials PglN (B,,,...,12k) are linearly independent. 
To prove the independence {Mn,,...,n,} we order the collections (n) = (121,. , nk) 
lexicographically using the sequence of linear functions: 
1, (n, , . . . nlc) =n] +n2+~~~+n~_;!+n~_l; 
/2(72,,....72t) =721 +n:.+...+?Q_2; 
L2(ni,. , nk) = 711 + n2; 
lk_l(nl,...,nk) =nl. 
This means that (n’) < (n) if and only if there exists a t (1 < t < k - 1) such that 
li(n’, i.. , n;) = Zi(n,, . . . ,721,) for i < t and &(n{ ~. . . , n;i) < Zt(nl, . , nk). 
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Now the independence of {?L&,,...,~,} follows from the fact that the set 
M n ,,.... rzk \ u Mn; ,._., vx; 
(n’)<(n) 
contains the point (nt , . . . , n&1) and thus is not empty. We divide the proof of this fact 
into two lemmas. 
Lemma 5.4. (721,. . . ,nk-1) E Mn ,,.__, nk. 
Proof. We have to prove that the coefficients of all monomials x,,+ . . . CE,~_,X~~,~ 
that appear in the right-hand side of 
sum up to a number different from zero. 
We will show that for an arbitrary scheme 0 there is one and only one choice of 
ir,. . . , il, which yields the given monomial x,, x,, . . z,,_, x:~,~, and all the coefficients 
have the same sign. 
In fact, for each scheme 0 there exists at least one collection it, . . . , ik such that the 
corresponding monomial is equal to x,, . . x,,_, x:~,~. To see this, let us assign zero 
to those vertices of g which are not right hand endpoints of a connected component of 
cr. If the right endpoint of a connected component of c belongs to the sth pair (s < Ic) 
then we assign n, to it. Finally, assign nk/2 to either vertex of the kth pair. Here is an 
example of such an assignment: 
0 722 723 0 n5/2 
-.- 
So, for this scheme 0 we put it = 7~1, i2 = ix = 0, i4 = n4, is = n5/2. In general, the 
sum of indices assigned to the tth component of fl is equal to nt with two exceptions 
of components containing the two vertices of the kth pair. For these two exceptional 
components the sum will be nk/2. Therefore, such an assignment always gives the 
monomial x~, . . . x,,_,x~~,~. For these assignments j, (s < Ic) is either 0 or n,. Since 
all n, are even, we have one and the same sign (- 1) nk/2 for all monomials corresponding 
to our assignments. So the sum of the coefficients is not zero. 
Now we would like to show that the collections il, . . . , ik constructed above for a 
scheme D are the only collections that can lead to the monomial x,, . . x~~_,x~~,~. 
Indeed, fix a scheme 0 and consider a collection it, . . . , ik such that the associated 
monomial is x,, . . . x,,_,x2 nk,2. In this way the indices jt , . , jk get assigned to the 
upper vertices of (T and the indices it, . . . , ik-to the lower vertices. Since the variable 
x,,,2 enters in the monomial twice, there must be precisely two connected components 
of 0 such that the sum of indices assigned to their vertices is equal to n&/2. The last 
inequality given in the premises of Main Theorem means that nt + . 1 . + nk__3 < nk/2. 
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This implies that each of the two components giving nk/2 must contain one of the 
two vertices of the last column in c. By the definition of a scheme (4.3) one of these 
components consists of only one vertex, so the number assigned to this vertex must be 
nk/2. Since the sum of the two is nk, the number assigned to another vertex must also be 
equal to nk/2 and thus all the remaining vertices of its connected component have zeros. 
Therefore, the numbers assigned to all vertices of the two rightmost components of 0 
are exactly the same as in the previous paragraph. The second biggest index of variables 
in the monomial under study is TQ_ I. To match it, there must be a component in g with 
the sum of indices equal to nk_ 1. This component is obliged to contain a vertex from 
(k - 1)th column because of the assumptions of Main Theorem. One of the two numbers 
in this column is zero, according to previous argument. Hence the numbers assigned to 
the vertices of this component follow the same pattern: all are zero except for the last 
one which is equal to nk_1. Continuing this process, we deduce that the distribution of 
numbers assigned to all vertices must be the same that we had in the previous paragraph. 
The lemma is proved. 0 
Lemma 5.5. If (n’) < (n) then (no :. . . , rink) 4 n/r,; ,.._ Fn;. 
Proof. We have to prove that the polynomial PslN (&I,...,~;) contains no monomial 
2 
GL, . . *GL,_, xnr. ,2’ 
By our definition of order (Example 5.2) there exists t (1 < t < k - 1) such that 
rt{+...+n~_, =nl+...+n&I; 
7,: +...+r~k_~+, =nl +...+nk__t+l; 
71; + . . . + ni& < nl + . + n&t. 
It is sufficient to show that each monomial of PslN (BIL;,...,n;) contains k-t variables 
such that the sum of their indices is no greater than ni + . . . + nL_t. Indeed, the smallest 
possible sum of indices of k - t variables in x,, . . . x,,_, x:~,~ is n] +. . . + n&t which 
is strictly greater than n{ + . . + nL_,. 
Consider a scheme o. By Definition 4.3, in stb pair (1 < s < k - 1) there is a unique 
vertex which is the right hand endpoint of a connected component of g. So, for s = k - t 
there exists exactly k - t connected components of c whose right endpoints belong to 
at most (k - t)th pair. According to Definition 4.4 of a monomial, the sum of indices of 
variables corresponding to these k - t components is no greater than ni + . . . + d_*. 
The lemma, Proposition 5.1 and Main Theorem are proved. cl 
Appendix A 
Here we explain how to find an asymptotical lower bound for dim Ad from an asymp- 
totical lower bound for dimPd, where A = Bd dd is a graded Hopf algebra and 
P = ad pd is its space of primitive elements. 
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Suppose that dim P, = p, and choose a linear basis in every P,. The basis of Ad 
is formed by all monomials ~1x2 . . . x, where xi’s are basic primitive elements the sum 
of whose degrees equals d. The idea is to take d = mn and count the monomials which 
are products of m basic elements of only one graded component P,. Their number is 
(“+;-1) > (E$= (wh)d”. 
For a fixed d we then find the maximum of this expression as a function of n. 
The first entry of the following table is a well-known result about the asymptotical 
behaviour of the number of partitions. The rest is obtained by the above described 
trick. Columns 2 and 3 represent the bounds for the number of Vassiliev invariants 
actually proved in this paper; the numbers in column 4 correspond to the conjecture 
of Kontsevich-Bar-Natan. For a detailed discussion of all these estimates we refer the 
reader to [17]. 
If dimPd 2 1 d” d’% d ,cvQ 
Then dim Ad 2 ,CJ;i eCd’-“k 
e&-+a edl 1% d 
Notes added in proof 
(1) After this paper was submitted to the journal Dasbach and Kontsevich indepen- 
dently found improvements of our estimate for dim(P,). Kontsevich (private commu- 
nication) proved the estimate dim(P,) > eXm for n + +co. In fact Kontsevich 
reinvented a method quite similar to the one given in this paper but he considered a 
different family of Primitive Chinese Characters and looked at monomials different from 
ours. 0. Dasbach got a better estimate dim(P,) > Len- as n --f +CQ for some 
nJ51 
positive constant C and proved that asymptotically it is the best possible (up to a multi- 
plication by a rational function in n) one can get using the Lie algebra gl~ (0. Dasbach, 
On the Combinatorial Structure of Primitive Vassiliev Invariants, M-A Lower Bound, 
Universitat Dusseldorf, 1997, Preprint). Dasbach’s proof basically relies on the method 
worked out in this paper, but the family of primitive Chinese Characters he uses is 
different both from ours and from the Kontsevich’s one. 
(2) The table shown in the Introduction (p. 202) can be continued. In the summer 
of 1997, Jan Kneissler had found that dim(Pd) for d = 10, 11, 12 is equal to 27, 39 
and 55, respectively. See http://rhein.iam.uni-bonn.de/-jk/. 
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